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Our mission
Soil Science Australia will promote the importance of soil in the Australian
environment and the development of certified professional soil scientists

Our vision
Soil Science Australia is recognised as the peak body in Australia for
professional soil scientists

Our History
In 1955 a resolution, “that the Australian Society of Soil Science be inaugurated as
from this meeting” was recorded in Melbourne Australia. The following year in
Queensland, the first official meeting of the Society took place with a Federal
Executive and Presidents from the Australian Capital Territory, New South Wales,
Queensland, South Australian and Victorian branches forming the Federal Council. In
later years the executive expanded with the addition of the Western Australia branch in
1957, the Riverina Branch in 1962 and most recently the Tasmania Branch in 2008.
The objects of the Society were 1) the advancement of soil science and studies therein
with particular reference to Australia and 2) to provide a link between soil scientists
and kindred bodies within Australia and between them and other similar organisations
in other countries. In 1974 the Society became incorporated. Membership was
restricted to persons engaged in the scientific study of the soil and has grown steadily
from to 147 members in 1957 to 925 members in 2015.
The Society hosted its first world congress, the 9th International Society of Soil
Science Congress, in Adelaide in 1968 with 310 papers printed, 239 papers presented
and 720 delegates. In contrast, 42 years later the 19th World Congress of Soil Science
returned to Australia, where in Brisbane 1914 delegates from 68 countries were
treated to 343 presentations, 1227 research posters, 8 keynote and 65 invited lead
speakers.
A significant decision taken in 1996 to introduce the Certified Professional Soil
Scientist (CPSS) accreditation program has seen the program burgeon primarily due
to the increasing demand by Government authorities for certified professionals in soil
and land management. Accreditation is only available to members with requirements
for accreditation listed in the Standards for Professionals in Soil Science.
In 2010 the Governor of Queensland, Her Excellency Ms Penelope Wensley AC
Governor of Queensland accepted the invitation to become the first Patron of the
Society.
Finally, in recognition of the declining number of soil science graduates the decision
was made in 2005 to allow anyone interested in soil science to apply for membership
of the Society. This has been a key contributor to the continued growth of the Society
along with efforts by the Society to engage the general public via initiatives such as the
Australian soils calendar and Soil Science in Australia magazine.
The Australian Society of Soil Science Incorporated purchased the business name Soil
Science Australia in 2011 for use in promoting activities to the general public.
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Soil Science Australia
k)

ABOUT US
In 1955 a resolution, “that the Australian Society of Soil
Science be inaugurated as from this meeting” was
recorded in Melbourne Australia. The following year in
Queensland, the first official meeting of the Society took
place with a Federal Executive and Presidents from the
Australian Capital Territory, New South Wales,
Queensland, South Australian and Victorian branches
forming the Federal Council. In later years the executive
expanded with the addition of the Western Australia
branch in 1957, the Riverina Branch in 1962 and most
recently the Tasmania Branch in 2008.
The objects of the Society were
1) the advancement of soil science and studies therein
with particular reference to Australia and
2) to provide a link between soil scientists and kindred
bodies within Australia and between them and other
similar organisations in other countries.
Membership was restricted to persons engaged in the
scientific study of the soil and has grown steadily from to
147 members in 1957 to 933 members in 2015.
Soil Science Australia, the peak body for Soil Science, is a
professional society representing more than 900 consultants,
academics and government scientists across Australia. It
comprises a Federal Council and seven branches; New
South Wales, Queensland, Riverina, South Australia,
Tasmania, Victoria and Western Australia.
Federal Executive members are elected by members every
two years at the Annual General Meeting with two year
terms. The President of the Society is required to be CPSS
accredited. Branch executive are elected by branch
members at the branch AGM with terms of one to two years.
Branch executive are encouraged to be accredited with the
application and annual fee waived for branch executive whilst
they are serving on the branch committee.

To conduct any activities that will assist in attaining
the above purposes.

Since 1996 suitably qualified and experienced soil scientist
members can apply for recognition under the Certified
Professional Soil Scientist (CPSS) accreditation program.
This program distinguishes the professional scientist
members of Soil Science Australia from other soil science
practitioners and people interested in soil by their academic
qualifications and work experience in the field of soil science.
The Society is the Australian member of the International
Union of Soil Science and currently has five Commission
Chairs and two Vice Chairs serving on the IUSS along with a
chair on the Committee on Presidential elections.

STRUCTURE &
MANAGEMENT
The Australian Society of Soil Science Incorporated] is
registered with the Australian Charities and Not-for-Profits
Commission (ACNC), is incorporated in the Australian Capital
Territory and registered with the Australian Taxation Office for
Goods and Services Tax.
All committee members at federal and state level are
volunteers.
The Federal Council meet quarterly and the Federal Executive
meet monthly between the Federal Council meetings. The
Finance and Risk Management Committee meet twice yearly
to review the budget and assess risk. Branches meet via
ordinary general and one annual general meeting each year
and other committees meet as required. The CPSS
Accreditation Board meet up to five times annually.
The structure is designed to ensure that the Federal Council
receive reports from all branches and committees. In between
Federal Council meetings the Federal Executive meet to
progress Council business.

The Statement of Purposes was updated in 2005
and is
a) To advance and promote the field of soil science
providing a link between soil scientists and members
of kindred bodies within Australia and other
countries.
b) To further the expertise in soil science of
members.
c) To be a forum for discussion on soil science.
d) To increase government and community
awareness of soil science.
e) To liaise and co-operate with other
organisations in support of mutual interests.
f) To encourage research and extension in soil
science.
g) To promote wise management of the soil
resources throughout Australia.
h) To provide such publications as may be
considered desirable.
i) To provide funds on an annual basis to
recognise merit in published research on soil
science.
j) To encourage on-going professional
development of soil scientists by means of a peerassessed accreditation scheme.
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OUR PEOPLE
Patron

Federal Council

Dr Penelope Wensley AC

Federal Executive
Timothy Overheu CPSS

President

Dr Jane Aiken CPSS

Vice President

Noel Schoknecht

Secretary

Cath Botta CPSS

Treasurer

CPSS Accreditation Board
Mr Bernie Powell CPSS
Dr Melissa Salt CPSS
Dr Julie Cattle CPSS
Dr Brian Murphy CPSS
Dr Louise Cartwright
CPSS
Prof Mike McLaughlin
CPSS >4/15
Dr Kirsten Barlow CPSS
>11/15
Tim Overheu CPSS

Admin Support
Dr Cameron Grant
CPSS >11/15
Linda Bennison

Chair QLD
[Govt/Consulting]
Deputy Chair SA
[Consulting]
Board member
NSW [Government]
Board member
NSW [Consulting]
Board member QLD
[Consulting]
Board member SA
[Research/Acadmia]
Board member
Ex-officio President
Soil Science
Australia
CPSS Administrator
Ex-officio Executive
Officer Secretary to
the Board

Soil Science Australia representatives on
external committees
Standards Australia
Dr Angus McElnea / Australia
Standards Australia
Dr Erica Donner / Australia
Standards Australia
Alisa Bryce / Australia

Soil Science Australia members serving
on the International Union of Soil Science
Commission 1: Soils and the Environment
Vice Chair: Ian Hollingsworth / Australia
Commission 4: Soil Mineralogy
Chair: Balwant Singh / Australia
Commission 4: Soil Education and Public
Awareness
Chair: Damien Joseph Field / Australia
Commission 5: Pedometrics
Chair: Budiman Minasny / Australia
Commission 5: History, Philosophy, and
Sociology of Soil Science
Vice Chair: Richard Doyle / Australia
Committee on Presidential elections:
Roger Swift / Australia

Dr Jane Aiken CPSS <
5/12/15 Dr Peter Bacon
CPSS > 5/12/15
Dr Gillian Kopittke CPSS
to 8/14 Dr John Bennett
CPSS >8/15
Dr Sean Mason
Chris Grose
Sam North
Dr Vanessa Wong CPSS
Dr Deb Pritchard
Bernie Powell CPSS

New South Wales
Branch President
Queensland
Branch President
South Australia
Branch President
Tasmania Branch
President
Riverina Branch
President
Victoria Branch
President
Western Australia
Branch President
Chair CPSS Board

Soil Science Australia members serving
on internal committees
Finance and Risk
Management
Calendar

National
Committee for
Student Soil
Judging
Competition
CPSS Soil Survey
Assessment Panel

CPSS Soil Erosion
and Management
Working Group
CPSS
Contaminated Site
Assessment &
Management
Working Group
CPSS Acid Sulfate
Soil Working
Group

CPSS Soil Carbon
Working Group

Chair Cath Botta CPSS
Dr Cameron Gourley,
Tim Overheu CPSS
Linda Bennison
Chair Noel Schoknecht
Tim Overheu CPSS,
Linda Bennison
Chair Cath Botta CPSS
Assoc. Prof Stephen Cattle
CPSS,
Dr Gary Clark,
Dr Craig Newman ASPAC,
Linda Bennison
Chair Dr Andrew Biggs
CPSS
Dr David McKenzie CPSS,
Bernie Powell CPSS,
Noel Schoknecht
Chair Dr Rob Loch CPSS
Simon Buchanan CPSS,
David Cumming
Dr Brian Murphy CPSS
Chair Dr Melissa Salt
CPSS
Prof. Mike McLaughlin
CPSS,
Dr Louise Cartwright CPSS
Chair Bernie Powell CPSS
Prof. Leigh Sullivan CPSS,
Dr Steve Appleyard,
Laurie Fox CPSS
David Sim
Chair Brian Murphy CPSS
Dianne Allen,
Adriana Marchand,
Bernie Powell CPSS,
Matthew Pringle,
Aaron Simmons

Public Officer Dr Warren Bond, ACT.
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Members of the Federal Executive, Federal Council, CPSS Board and Admin Support

Tim Overheu CPSS
Federal President

Dr Jane Aiken CPSS
Vice President

Noel Schoknecht
Federal Secretary

Cath Botta CPSS
Federal Treasurer

Richard Doyle CPSS
Past President

Dr Jane Aiken CPSS
NSW President 14/15

Dr Peter Bacon CPSS
NSW President 15/16

Dr Gillian Kopittke CPSS
QLD President 14/15

Dr John Bennett CPSS
QLD President 15/16

Sam North
Riverina President 2015

Dr Sean Mason
SA President 2015

Chris Grose
Tasmania President 2015

Dr Vanesaa Wong CPSS
Victoria President 2015

Dr Deb Pritchard
WA President 2015

Bernie Powell CPSS
CPSS Board Chair

Dr Melissa Salt CPSS
CPSS Deputy Chair

Prof Mike McLaughlin
CPSS Board member

Dr Louise Cartwright
CPSS Board member

Dr Brian Murphy CPSS
CPSS Board member

Dr Kirsten Barlow CPSS
CPSS Board member

Linda Bennison
Executive Officer
CPSS Board Secretary

Dr Cam Grant CPSS
CPSS Administrator

Caroline Bennison
Events & Membership
Manager
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
Mr Timothy Overheu CPSS
It is with much pleasure that I present my annual report to the
members of Soil Science Australia in this our 60th Year and at
the conclusion of the 2015 International Year of Soils. It has
been a privilege to serve in the role of President for Soil
Science Australia through 2015. I do, however, apologise for
the lateness of our 2015 Annual General Meeting.
2015 came in with a bang, with the year introduced as the
United Nations declared “International Year of Soils” (IYS).
The primary goal of IYS was to raise public awareness of the
importance of soil through a range of activities, with a following
aim to educate the public about the crucial role soil plays in
food security, climate change adaptation and mitigation,
essential ecosystem services, poverty alleviation and
sustainable development….. and so followed a busy year for
Soil Science Australia with the Society at Federal and Branch
levels taking on a number of additional projects and activities
under the banner of IYS through 2015. I am very grateful for
the enthusiasm and commitment of our members to present
new ideas and to see the tasks through, often despite the
challenges, resource constraints, lack of partnership funding
and difficulties faced along the way.

Patron, the Hon. Dr Penelope
Wensley AC stated at the Western
Australian Soils Conference
(September) and similarly at the
Queensland Branch Breakfast meeting (December) with
invited State and Federal politicians – we / society need to
make “a new effort to claim for soils their rightful place in our
national consciousness-so that instead of reading articles that
say our culture is defined by water and water scarcity, with no
mention of soil, soil will have equal billing and soil science
properly valued and accepted as one of THE keys for
addressing a range of critical national and global challenges.”

I am thankful that Soil Science Australia has had the
opportunity to engage two eminent persons to promote the
awareness of the value of soil – Society Patron the Hon. Dr
Penelope Wensley AC and the National Advocate for Soil
Health, Major General the Hon. Michael Jeffery AC, CVO, MC.
The calibre of these honorary’ s together with other prominent
and respected society member soil scientists in Australia, are
able to ‘reach out’ to and to connect with
State and Federal leaders, politicians and
“a new effort to claim for soils their
appointed Chief Scientists. This is not to
say that the rest of us labour in vain – it’s
rightful place in our national
equally important to engage with everyday
consciousness-so that instead of
folk especially the youth of Australia. Some
reading articles that say our culture
of our IYS activities and planned outputs
certainly have the potential for a great and
is defined by water and water
on-going impact. Of particular interest to all
scarcity, with no mention of soil,
members would be the Soil Art projects, the
Soils in Schools project (to be supported by
soil will have equal billing and soil
the Federal Office and all state branches),
science properly valued and
our World Soil Day celebrations with handaccepted as one of THE keys for
on activities, a commitment to maintain the
National Students Soil Judging Completion
addressing a range of critical
on a biennial basis, and the development of
national and global challenges.”
a Training Board with the CPSS
accreditation program.

In cooperation with the Food and
Agricultural Organisation (FAO) and the
International Agricultural Exchange
Association (IAEA), Soil Science
Australia was invited by the
International Union of Soil Sciences
(IUSS) to give a presentation at the
‘Celebration of International Year of
Soils 2015 – Achievements and Future
Challenges’ conference held in Vienna,
December 2015. I wish to express my
thanks to Society member Ian
Hollingsworth who through his role with
IUSS attended the conference and
represented Soil Science Australia. Ian
gave a brilliant snapshot of the various
IYS activities delivered in Australia,
several of which were sponsored or
the Hon.
supported by Soil Science Australia.
Feedback from conference delegates
was very positive in acknowledging the
wide range of activity and community
engagement. Ian’s presentations can viewed through the
following websites: http://tinyurl.com/h2n3pa5 and
http://tinyurl.com/gm7voop

Society Patron
Dr Penelope Wensley
AC

The conference in Vienna, however, wasn’t just about
proclaiming the success of recent achievements, but an
opportunity for a robust discussion to explore the future
challenges of soil sciences globally. The United Nations'
decision to inaugurate 2015 as International Year of Soils was
an important step in raising public awareness, but public
concern alone was acknowledged as not being sufficient to
protect soils and ensure their sustainable use. As stated in the
January edition of IUSS Alert, “every country around the world
needs to take and to maintain action and that it is imperative
that we accept the challenge to undertake activities to ensure
that the significance of soils in maintaining healthy life and
environment remain continually at the forefront of political and
scientific planning and decision making” (IUSS, 2015).
I am sure you would agree that so much more effort needs be
placed into ‘engaging and equipping’ our policy and decision
makers to support more soil science initiatives. As our Society

The near-future challenges to soil science
in Australia (collected from a range of
feedback) likely includes: Institutional
challenges (downsizing, funding reductions,
etc), an increasing urban-centric voting
population, rapid urban expansion and land use conflict –
challenging our soil security; limited or weak legislation for
securing our best land and soil resources; and gaps between
knowledge and reasonable practice. I am sure there are more!
The IUSS, excited from the feedback during the IYS
Celebration conference and challenges that lie ahead, believes
that it is incumbent on us to not only maintain the level of
activity generated in IYS 2015 but to increase the momentum
and the extent of our contributions on these issues as we
move towards the Centenary of the formation of IUSS in 2024.

At the start of every year and in particular immediately after the
election of the Society President, the Federal Executive takes
the opportunity to review the Society’s governing documents
together with the Strategic Plan and Communications Plan
(documents that can be viewed on the Society’s website). In
the 2015-16 Strategic Plan, a number of revised goals and
activities have been proposed – some a carryover from
previous years; some new activity or ideas brought to our
attention in 2014; new activities linked to both the International
Year of Soils and the 60th Anniversary of the Society and other
set targets to build on the enthusiasm of members willing to
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lead or facilitate new soil science activities on behalf of the
Society through 2015 and beyond. A number of the goals have
been achieved, and some are still in progress, while some
required a mid-term review - nothing unusual for any similar
volunteer organisation.
One of the revised goals, for example, was working towards
achieving a membership of 1000 by 2016 – I wished I could
say that this target has been achieved, but it remains elusive
and on reflection this is one of those targets requiring a midterm review. In my opinion, it better to have a strong and
reliable membership rather than growing the membership at
any cost. This is not to say we have given up seeking new
members. The Strategic Plan also sets the goal that the
Society President, over the two years during the term of office,
will make face to face contact with at least four State branches.
In 2015 I was very fortunate to have had the opportunity to
meet up with four branches in one year – and in 2016 I hope to
visit the branches that I didn’t meet up with last year.
As Society President, it has also been exciting having a closer
engagement (in an ex-officio capacity) with the governing
Board of the Certified Professional Soil Scientist (CPSS)
accreditation program for Soil Science Australia, and
participating in discussion that has reviewed and reshaped the
CPSS program over 2015. I personally believe the modification
to CPSS has removed the complexity and will strengthen the
accreditation system. Once again I encourage you to apply for
CPSS accreditation and consider one of the specialist
competencies if you don’t currently have CPSS accreditation.
We are much more engaged in the digital world and it is vitally
important that members maintain their most up to date contact
details in the MemNet system, especially ensuring that your
email contact details are correct. Profile, Crumbs, event
updates, subscription renewals, and many other items are now
being sent out by email – if your email address is incorrect and
not up to date, then you are missing out! I can assure you that
it is frustrating when sending material out to receive 40+ email
rejections because you aren’t maintaining your current and upto-date email contact details!
I am also sure that our Treasurer will discuss the Society’s
financial position in a following report. However, I want to take
this opportunity to provide a brief comment – as my role on the
Finance, Audit and Risk Management (FARM) committee has
given me good insight to the Society’s finances. Soil Science
Australia is not a philanthropic organisation nor are we in the
practice of seeking large sums of general admin support
funding from government or other institutions. Base
membership and CPSS subscriptions bring in the main
revenue stream for the society, which may be periodically
topped up through profit gains from conferences events. State
Branches also have access to their own financial resources
and will sometimes run special events to generate income. Soil
Science Australia received a great boost to our financial
resources from left over funds after the 2012 World Congress,
but access to these funds – although while being carefully
metered out for student travel support to attend various
prominent soil science events, will eventually run dry (as
anyone would expect). Consequently, I am calling upon the
membership to carefully consider our future funding streams
going forward into 2016 and beyond. Some suggestions
received to date include investigating Crowd Funding for a

Soil Science Australia
worthy international soil related humanitarian aid project, or
encouraging retiring members to bequeath a financial gift to
the society. Whatever the funding source, the Society will need
to continue to manage its finances with good governance,
sound financial processes and clear budget oversight in the
coming years.
Again, just touching on the finances, I encourage all members
and branches to consider what level of support would be
appropriate to sponsor a number of representing students to
attend the joint New Zealand and Australian Soil Science
Conference, being held in Queenstown, New Zealand in
December this year. On behalf of the Society I am
representing Australia on the Conference Organisation
Committee and on the Students Soil Judging sub-committee.
The call for Abstracts was announced last week, and the basic
program can be accessed on both the New Zealand Soil
Science Society and Soil Science Australia’s respective
websites.
In concluding, our successful year through 2015 has not been
accomplished without some hard decisions - we have made
these with the best interests of the membership and associates
in mind. My thanks are extended to the members of Federal
Council, Federal Executive, the Board Directors of CPSS, for
the support they have provided me over the past 12 months
and for sticking resolutely to governing policies and budget. I
would particularly like to acknowledge the Chair of our CPSS
program, Bernie Powell who has indicated that he will not be
standing for the role again. Your fellow CPSS Board members
and I extend thanks for your contributions to the outcomes that
CPSS has achieved through the year, and I personally
appreciated the encourage you gave, not just to me but many
others through the year.
Together with the Federal Executive, we are very thankful for
Society’s Executive Officer, Linda Bennison (and her support
team, including Caroline Bennison for overseeing the
membership system - MemNet). Without Linda and her team,
the society would surely struggle in the governance and Not
For Profit incorporated jungle. As the Society celebrates its
Diamond Jubilee, it is worthy to note that Linda, in the role of
Society Executive Officer, has been with us for 15 years and
worked with eight Executive teams!
Lastly, as mentioned by the one of the Society’s respected
Honorary Life members, Bob White, at the 2014 National Soils
Conference in Melbourne – “the sum of the whole is greater
than the sum of its parts” – a ditty that remains very true for the
professional society of Soil Science Australia. Little could be
achieved without the committed and tireless support of the
volunteers who hold various roles in their branch committees
and of course our ‘champions’ (our award recipients, Fellows,
Honorary Life Members, social media administrator and
others) who advocate on behalf soil science and Soil Science
Australia.
Tim Overheu CPSS
Federal President 2015
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CPSS BOARD CHAIR REPORT
It was clear to me that 2015 was a year of profound growth and
change in the evolution of the CPSS program. Under the
leadership of Steve Raine, the previous two years saw some
important developments to improve the quality of the CPSS
application process. More stringent entry requirements for
CPSS were introduced including the requirement for applicants
to provide narratives that demonstrated evidence of
competency. Another significant innovation was the
establishment of the Soil Science Fundamentals Exam for
CPSS applicants who did not have the requisite academic
qualifications in soil science.
Development of Specialist Competencies
Special CPSS competencies in Soil Survey were also
established in 2014 and applications sought from CPSS holders
with soil survey skills. These are important skill sets given the
political significance of reliably identifying prime agricultural
lands when there are competing mining and gas claims being
made.
CPSS National Workshop
Building on these developments for 2015 commenced with the
CPSS Workshop at the Melbourne National Soils Conference in
December 2014. There the Board received feedback from the
membership on a proposal for a more streamlined CPSS
structure. Following this, the Board then pressed forward with
some revolutionary changes which are now in place.
Streamlined CPSS
The three levels of CPSS, associate CPSS and Student CPSS
are now abolished and replaced with a single CPSS. The three
level scheme suffered from a degree on confusion in
government, industry and amongst the membership as to the
difference between the different levels. This was demonstrated
in part by the lack of demand from CPSS holders to apply to
upgrade from level 2 to level 3.
CPSS levels 2 and 3 automatically converted to the new CPSS
accreditation.
60th Anniverary Accreditation Offer
To encourage CPSS level 1 members and other SSA members
to applt. The CPSS program has been a major driver of Soil
Science Australia in the past two decades and the 60th
anniversary of Soil Science Australia will recognise this by:
•

waiving the application fee of $345 for the first 60 applicants
from 1st October 2015.

•

reducing the subs and annual CPSS fee for accredited
members in 2016 from $465 to $350

(CSAM) and Acid Sulfate Soil
Assessment
and
Management
(ASSAM). A further special competency
on Soil Assessment for Carbon Farming
is under consideration. These special
competencies are designed to assist in
raising standards where soil regulations
and policies apply. They can involve extensive consultation by
Working Groups with regulatory authorities and in some cases
presentations to industry and other professional bodies.
A further initiative of the CPSS Board was to recommend the
establishment of a Training Board, who will report to the CPSS
Board. A draft Terms of Reference is being worked through prior
to appointments being made. A major goal of the Training Board
will be to facilitate training to support the membership,
particularly CPSS applicants.
The Board kept the SSA membership updated regularly on
progress through the Profile newsletter, Soil Crumbs and the
explanatory document Streamlined CPSS for 2016 and beyond
was emailed to all members.
The 2015 initiatives I have outlined demonstrates the financial
and intellectual support that the Certified Professional Soil
Scientist accreditation program provides to Soil Science
Australia.
2016 our 60th Anniversary Year, will see the Board concentrate
on promotion and marketing of CPSS with the SSA membership
as well as tertiary institutions, industry and government. It will
also focus on getting the Training Board established for the
benefit of members and bodies/individuals that manage the soil.
In conclusion, I would like to thank the CPSS Board members
for 2015 Melissa Salt, Louise Cartwright, Brian Murphy, Kirsten
Barlow and Mike McLaughlin and former member Julie Cattle
for their ongoing support and contribution. Other major
assistance was provided by the special competency working
group members who are too numerous to name, but whose
efforts I greatly appreciated. Finally the functioning of the CPSS
Board could not be effective without the support of Federal
Council, the secretariat and administrative roles provided by
Linda Bennison and Cam Grant, the members of the Australian
Examinations and Procedures Committee (AEPC) and the CPSS
application and diary assessors David Nash and Geoff Kew. To
all these contributors I offer my heartfelt thanks and look forward
to sharing the further exciting evolution of CPSS in 2016.

Bernie Powell CPSS
Chair CPSS Board 2015

CPSS Administrator appointed
To improve the application process and maintain standards,
Federal Council approved the appointment of Dr Cameron
Grant as CPSS Administrator. To improve the efficiency with
referees it was agreed to interview them by phone as written
reports have been a drag on the process.
I can also report that significant progress was made by the
Board with a number of CPSS special competencies. Through
appointed Working Groups, the Board established special
competencies in Soil Erosion Assessment and Management
(SEAM), Contaminated Soil Assessment and Management
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EXECUTIVE OFFICER’S REPORT
2015, the International Year of Soil, was exceptional with
members organising over 60 events throughout the year
ranging from scientific lectures, training in soil science,
community events such as food festivals, comedy nights and
the release of several soil publications. The social capital
invested in Soil Science Australia is nothing short of
phenomenal. Members across Australia regularly volunteer at
federal, branch and project level making this Society rich
beyond its numbers.
The decision taken a decade ago to widen the traditional
membership criteria resulted in a broad and vibrant soil
community; the ranks of Soil Science Australia now includes
an eclectic mix of journalists, teachers, nurses,
environmentalists and engineers in addition to the traditional
soil scientists. The impact on
outreach activities that complement
traditional scientific activities includes
the popular annual Australian Soils
calendar, which uses engaging
photographic images, plus interactive
soil displays at community events,
soil painting, soil maps, soil testing
and soil postcards to encourage
people to think about the important
role soils play in our lives. A project
initiated by the Queensland Branch
will provide Australian teachers with
soil resource material and contribute
to the national curriculum perhaps
inspiring future generations to become soil scientists.
A legacy of our broad and inclusive membership, however, is
that the interests and visibility of our highly trained
professional soil scientists are somewhat hidden. How can
these professionals now distinguish themselves and be visible
as true authorities in soil science across Australia? For this
reason, Soil Science Australia developed its Certified
Professional Soil Scientist (CPSS) accreditation program,
which wisely has been taken up by many of our professional
soil scientist members. It is also available, however, to the
leaders of Soil Science Australia, plus the winners of our
major awards, university lecturers, and government scientists
responsible for soil research projects. It is these people who
now need to step forward and distinguish their knowledge and
expertise in soil science by taking up
CPSS accreditation.
There are many reasons for our
highly trained soil scientists to
engage with CPSS. For example,
risk averse government agencies
increasingly use accreditation as a
means to reduce exposure and
liability, and the CPSS brand offers
assurance that funding is placed in
the hands of scientists who know
what they’re doing. In addition,
cutbacks to soil science staff in
government and university
departments are likely to continue,
which means fewer highly trained
professional soil scientists are coming into the market, so
opportunities (funding) for CPSS accredited people will
increase if there are enough of them. Furthermore, other
organisations whose members do not necessarily have a
deep knowledge about soils are rapidly moving into the
environmental impact space where big decisions are being
made about soils and landscapes – this trend may lock out

our members from a significant part of
the soil science market.
As a Society we must therefore be
proactive to protect the profession. Our
task ahead is thus to make the CPSS
brand strong, credible and reliable in the same way
accreditation programs are recognised for engineers,
accountants and doctors. The professional body of soil
scientists must be easily identified and widely recognised by
the public, and key to this will be to ensure CPSS becomes
listed in all government regulations that affect soils. A strong
and credible CPSS presence will also send a message to
young people that Soil Science is a strong and vibrant
profession.
Part of this strategy will be to have
members promote themselves as
professional soil scientists rather than
as specialists. Members tell me they
are clay mineralogists, aeolian dust
experts, surveyors or chemists. Whilst
this is true it acts to dilute the message
of being a soil scientist. I believe we
must keep repeating a simple
message to the public: soil scientists
are important and it is essential you
engage a soil scientist when dealing
with soil. Once we get this message
established further refinement can be
addressed via the CPSS Register of Expertise. We need to
ensure that soil scientists rather than other professionals are
engaged to provide soil advice; poor advice can lead to
problems that are expensive if not impossible to repair.
Within our ranks there are many members trained in other
disciplines who have learned their soil science ‘on the job’;
they are held in high regard but lack the prerequisite
academic qualifications required of a CPSS. We need to
encourage these members to take advantage of the
alternative entry pathway to CPSS accreditation - the
Fundamentals Exam. I have watched for several years the
impact of the exam. It does require study effort but is not as
difficult as appears at first glance. Many people working as
soil scientists already have much of the knowledge required to
meet the Standards for Professionals in
Soil Science; undertaking the
Fundamental Exam fills the knowledge
gaps. View the exam as an opportunity
rather than a barrier and an integral part
of your professional development as a
soil scientist
In concluding, thank you to all the
members that make Soil Science
Australia what it is. Without your
contribution the society would be
poorer. I look forward to 2016 and hope
you will 1) encourage anyone interested
in soil science to become a member of
Soil Science Australia, and also to 2)
support the development of CPSS as a strong brand for
professional soil scientists in the Australian market.

Linda Bennison
Executive Officer
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TREASURERS REPORT
1. Financial Statements for the year ending July 2015
The Financial statements are available on the members
section of the website. Overall, the financial accounts of the
federal office of the Society remain in a good financial position.
The recent changes to the Australian Charities and Not-forprofits Commission (ACNC) regulations are designed to
streamline processes and reduce red tape for the Not for Profit
sector. Under the new guidelines we are required to submit an
annual information statement within 6 months of the end of the
reporting period. The statement includes basic financial
information that outlines the number of members, our annual
income and expenses, and our assets/liabilities. The
preparation of this statement only requires an accountant
rather than the expense of an auditor. As such, the financial
statements for 2015 have been prepared by an accountant.
2. Financial management and processes of the Society
The financial management and financial processes of the
society are guided by a Finance and Investment management
policy that is designed to ensure a sustainable financial future
for the Society and to give members and current and future
sponsor’s confidence that existing funds and future donations
or sponsorships will be wisely managed. This policy specifies
how funds, including investments, cash, bequests and
sponsorships, will be managed.
There are a number core principles underpinning the Finance
and Investment Management Policy, and two key ones are:
•

•

That the Annual Income from membership
subscription fees of the Society are used to provide
for the day-to-day operation of the Society as
specified in the annual operational Budgets approved
by Council;

to attend the World Congresses
and student members to attend
the national conferences over the
next decade, until the fund has
been entirely spent.
3. Financial Governance
To assist Federal Council, in fulfilling its Financial Governance
responsibilities in regard to audit, risk and financial
management functions, the Finance, Audit and Risk
Management committee (established in 2013) takes oversight
of:
•
the financial management and financial reporting
process of the society
•
the scope of work, performance and independence of
the auditors
•
compliance with applicable laws, regulations,
standards and guidelines
•
Risk management of the society
The committee members are:
•
President – Tim Overheu
•
Treasurer – Cath Botta (chair of the committee)
•
Executive Officer – Linda Bennison
•
Independent Member – Cameron Gourley
The Committee meets a minimum of twice per year. In 2015
the committee met in May and in December.
The Committees achievements in 2015 included:
•

•
That the Core Investment Fund is maintained as a
perpetual fund designed to grow by CPI annually,
which means that capital is retained and only a
portion of income generated is used by the Society
annually, specifically to support projects approved by
Council;

The core investment fund has been built primarily on the
surpluses generated from the Society Conferences. This core
reserve is now at around $160,000. This core reserve
provides modest interest returns that can be used to
supplement our income for project funding.
Budgets are prepared annually for council approval and are
primarily based on the Strategic Plan for the Society.
Additional project ideas are submitted to Federal Council for
consideration by the branches. Additionally, Federal Council
have supported projects on the condition that sponsorship is
obtained. In 2014/2015, significant work was put in to secure
sponsorship support for the publishing of the Magazine for IYS
and for the National Soil Judging Competition held in WA.
These were 2 very important projects for the Society. The
intent is to continue both of these projects in partnership with
sponsors.

•

•

•

A review of the 2015 budget situation and provided
advice to Federal Council on funding for priority
projects and additional projects requesting funding
A review the current financial policies and guidelines
and oversight of the development of a Financial
Management and Investment policy for the Society
Reviewed correspondence from the auditor highlighting
key areas of concern and risk for the organisation and
provided recommendations to Federal Council on
internal controls to manage those risks.
Reviewed the current changes to ACNC regulations
and standards and provided advice to Federal
Council on the compliance implications of these
changes.
Oversight of the organisations Governance framework
and how the key SSA governance documents are
organised into the framework – Legal, financial,
Strategic, Operational, Performance Reporting

Cath Botta CPSS
Member Australian Institute of Company Directors

In addition the society also has the surplus generated from the
19th World Congress of Soil Science in a separate investment
fund. This fund is designed to support early career researchers
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ACCOUNTANT’S REPORT
RGM Accountants and Advisors
Mark Reidy - Director (Business & Taxation Planning, GST, FBT, CGT, Financial
Planning, SMSF Advice)
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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OUR OBJECTIVES AND ACTIVITIES
Every year the Executive meet in person to review and
update the Strategic Plan. Members can read the 2015/16
strategic plan via the Soil Science Australia website.
Guiding documents for the Executive include the Rules and
Statement of Purposes, available on the Soil Science
Australia website and the Australian Charity and Not-forProfit Commission guidelines on governance.
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International Year of Soil

IYS World Soils Calendar

IYS magazine

Victorian Vineyard Tour

Qld Soil Science &
Landscape Ecology
Lecture

Queensland Government
Soils Globe Launch

Queensland Soil Basics:
Refresher Training
Course

Queensland Food
Connect
Street Party Brisbane

Queensland Corinda High
School Open Day

Queensland International
Womens Day recognising
women soil scientists

Talking Soil to
BrisScience Public
Lecture

Queensland presentation by
Mike Grundy CSIRO to the
Qld Rural Press Club
Brisbane

South Australia lecture
Prof Jan Schjoerring at
University of South
Australia Mawson Lakes

NSW regional forum and
field tour in Canberra

Queensland
Felton Food Festival

IUSS Commission Project
- connecting people with
soil via community
gardening

Victoria - Royal Society of
Victoria IYS Lecture
Christian Wallis CPSS

Queensland Student
Awards Night with Qld’s
Chief Scientist

Queensland Release of
the “Guidelines for Soil
Survey along Linear
Features”

Northern Territory
Darwin Soils Workshop
and Field Tour

Northern Territory
IYS2015 radio show from
the Top End Garden
Spectacular

Queensland – Presentation
to the Science Teachers
Association of Queensland
Conference

Canberra, Australian
Capital Territory
Soil Big Data and the
Future of Agriculture

Queensland member Dr
George Rayment awarded
Member of the Order of
Australia

Tasmania – monthly Dirt
Drinks and field trip

Queensland Meeting with
The Hon. Dr Steven Miles
Minister for Environment
and Heritage Protection,
National Parks and the
Great Barrier Reef

Tasmania - Promoting IYS
on the air

Queensland, Cairns Soils
Workshop

Qld Mentoring East Timor
Laboratory Technicians to
undertake soil chemical
analysis

Qi Shao
“Rainfall Simulation
Studies on Soil Infiltration
under Variable Field
Conditions”
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Health Soils, Healthy
Futures with Soils
Advocate & Dr Terry
McCosker

Queensland Politicians
Breakfast with Patron
Honourable Penelope
Wensley AC

Instagram

New South Wales Harald
Jensen Lecture by
Rebecca Lines-Kelly

Victoria - Leeper Lecture
and Dinner at the
University of Melbourne

Tasmania – International
Year of Soils photograph
competition

Healthy Soils Healthy
Reef Politicians Breakfast
Queensland

Western Australia IYS
State Soil Conference

Western Australia national
student soil judging
competition

IYS Europe Soil Field Trip

New South Wales
Regional Forum Moree

New South Wales
Canberra forum

New South Wales World
Soil Day IYS Roundup
webinar Sydney

Mike Temple-Smith Lecture
Hobart Tasmania

Federation Square World
Soil Day activities

Launch of the new
Streamlined CPSS

World Soil Day workplace
morning tea & soil cakes

Presentation by member Dr
Ian Hollingsworth to FAO
Vienna on IYS activities

Word Soil Day in
Federation Square Melb.Soil Advocate & President

WSD community soil map
art installation Melb

World Soil Day lecture
North Queensland

Victorian soil mascots WSD
Melbourne

Launch of the e[ART]h
project video

Thank you to the many volunteers who made the International Year of Soil
a special event celebrating the importance, beauty, wonder of soil
along with the need to think globally on soil issues and encourage soil research.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Home of the bright ‘Yellow Chromosol’ The 2015 Year in Review
The 2015 WA Branch committee comprised Deb Pritchard
(President), Richard Bell (V-P), Wendy Vance (Secretary), Dan
Carter
(Treasurer),
James
Macfarlane
(Student
Representative), Geoff Anderson, Miriam Munoz-Rojas, Gerald
Grealish, and Jenny Rowbottom.
The main focus of the WA Branch during 2015 was hosting the
‘Celebrating Soils 2015’ Soil Science Conference with extra
support provided by Guas Azam (Student Soil Judging), Noel
Schoknecht (graphics and design), Martin Wells and Keith
Lindbeck (Field Tour) with support from Linda Bennison and
Caroline Bennison (Federal Office), Louise Barton (2011
conference), Tim Overheu and our sponsors. The 3 day
conference in September hosted more than 120 delegates and
40 presentations from researchers, consultants and industry
throughout Australia (and internationally – Bangladesh,
Vietnam, Cameroon and Germany). The themes ranged from
crop nutrition and plant-soil interactions, soil health and soil
microbiology, water repellent soils, soil acidity, subsoil
constraints, environmental impacts and a plethora of general
papers. Our upcoming university students provided a snapshot
of their research, whilst learning more about the mysteries of
soil. The national soils judging competition on the weekend
prior to the conference provided an opportunity for students to
network and meet their industry peers. Congratulations to all
teams, judges and mentors. The conference field tour examined
the soils-water and landscape systems of the Peel Inlet, Coastal
Plain and Foothills, and possibly surpassed the International
European Soil Science trip up the River Rhine. The keynote
speakers included our National Advocate for Soil Health, Major
General the Hon. Michael Jeffrey, our Patron for Soil Science
Australia, the Hon. Penny Wensley AC and two passionate WA
farmers, Trevor Syme and Bill Crabtree. The 3rd Annual WA
Boodja Lecture in Soil Science was presented by Professor Rob
Forensic Fitzpatrick who demonstrated that just about anything
can be done with soil. We only had time for one branch Seminar
during the year, an entrée to the Conference, presented by
Assoc/Prof Chris Guppy (University of New England). Members
and students interested in promoting soils volunteered their
support at the Perth Royal Show 2015 Landcare Exhibit
‘Discovering Dirt’ pavilion, an initiative of the Royal Agricultural
Society. The finale for our 2015 calendar was ‘World Soils Day’,
held at Kings Park Botanical Gardens thanks to Miriam MunozRojas and her 3 invited speakers.

oldest soils in Australia, the heritage and value placed on land
by Australians oldest custodians. The WA branch will promote
the improved CPSS accreditation scheme amongst eligible
professionals and be more proactive in obtaining feedback and
communication from its members.
Thank you for your support in allowing me to hold the role of WA
Branch President of Soil Science Australia for 2015, during the
‘International Year of Soil’. I have been learning as I go and
luckily I have Tim Overheu as a very helpful and inspiring
mentor. Special thanks to members of the WA Branch
committee and various sub-committees for their tireless work
throughout the year. In particular the outgoing members,
noticeably Dan Carter (as Treasurer going on to newer
pastures), Wendy Vance (as Secretary), Jenny Rowbottom and
Gerard Grealish. The 2016 incoming members include Gaus
Azam, Louise Barton and Mary-Anne Rowe.
Dr Deborah Pritchard
President, Western Australia Branch 2015

A direct result of the 2015 Soil Judging has seen the recruitment
and interest of many new younger student members, which is
encouraging and a focus of the WA branch in 2016 leading into
the future is to promote activities around the education of
younger members. Planning is underway to including a student
soil tour of south-western Australia to celebrate the 60th
Anniversary of the Society, student support to attend the
‘NZSASS Soils Conference’ in Queenstown NZ in Dec 2016,
support for ‘Soils in the National Teaching Curriculum’ and
continuing with volunteering at the ‘Discovering Dirt’ Pavilion at
the Perth Royal Show to promote soils to children and their
parents. The WA Branch is aligned closely with the goals of the
Federal Office to communicate and promote the importance of
soil issues, both in Australian and throughout the world. The 4th
Annual Boodja Lecture in Soil Science in WA will coincide with
a special function to recognize the leadership and contribution
of previous volunteers of Soil Science Australia and award
commemorative lapel pins to celebrate the 60th Anniversary of
the Society. The naming of the Boodja Lecture (a Noongar world
for land) symbolises the close connection to some of the world’s
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VICTORIA
2015 was a busy year for the Victorian Branch following on the
National Soils Conference in Melbourne in late 2014 with the
International Year of Soils and World Soil Day events. We
started the year with a field excursion to the Mornington
Peninsula, looking at a range of vineyard soils, and tasting
some of the wines grown on the different soil types, which is
always popular with members. The field trip was run by Mark
Imhof and David Rees from Victorian Department of Economic
Development, Jobs, Transport and Resources, and Bob White
showcasing some of the soil mapping they have done in the
past.

We have an exciting year ahead,
especially with the Society’s 60th
anniversary and look forward to
building on what we’ve
accomplished in 2015.
Dr Vanessa Wong
President, Victoria Branch 2015

In the middle of the year, Christian Wallis from Golder
Associates presented a public seminar “Beneath the surface:
living with our industrial legacy through urban renewal” in
conjunction with the Royal Society of Victoria. This event was
well attended and is something that we, as a Branch will aim to
do more of. The seminar was on a soils topic that was relevant
to the public which they could identify with and was also of
interest to the environmental consultant industry, a group who
we will also aim to engage more with this year. There are a
number of soil scientists working in urban soils and in the
consultancy area and we can all learn a lot from each other.
We also had a series of presentations, ranging from the very
technical to applied, reflecting the diversity and range of
interests of our members. Dr Paul Bertsch, the Deputy Director
of CSIRO’s Land and Water Flagship presented a technical
seminar on “Big Challenges Surrounding the Tiny” as part of a
co-hosted event with the Monash Chemical Society focusing
on nanotechnology in soil science. Then, later in the year, we
organised a workshop at the Burnley Campus of the University
of Melbourne on “Smart Technologies for Soil Science:
Sustaining Food Production and our Environment” which was
well attended.
There were also the seminars presented throughout the year in
the Vic DEDJTR Ellinbank Series, focused primarily on soil
nitrogen and dairy management. This is a challenge that I’m
sure most branches deal with, in terms of making events
accessible to everyone in the State, rather than having them all
focused in metropolitan areas. We have encouraged members
to propose regional events and will support these whenever we
can.
We supported a student team from La Trobe University to
attend the soil judging competition at the WA Soils Conference
in September. The team did very well and won the teams
competition, and in the individual competition, 1st and 2nd
places were also awarded to two students from La Trobe,
James Manson and Dominic Lauricella. Well done to the
students from La Trobe! Feedback from the early career
researchers and students have suggested that they would like
to see more informal events where they can mingle and meet
with more senior soil scientists. Again, this is something we will
aim to integrate in to our plans for events during the year so
that we can encourage more students to become involved in
Branch events.
Finally, we all celebrated at the end of the year with World Soil
Day at Federation Square, a highly successful event which got
a lot of people in the general public talking and thinking about
soil. This celebration really highlighted the importance of soils
in their everyday lives. The event couldn’t have gone ahead
without the army of volunteers from the Branch and the
coordination of Richard MacEwan and Rebecca Mitchell from
DEDJTR.
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TASMANIA
The Tasmanian Branch of Soil Science
Australia continues to be challenged
by its small size (about 30 financial
members) and an even smaller active
group prepared to participate in
organizing events. Despite these small
numbers the Branch ran a number of successful events through
2015. In May a field day to discuss soil and landscape issues in
relation to waste water recycling was attended by about 30
people, mainly planners and council staff involved in the
management of waste water recycling. The group looked at a
variety of soil types in different topographic positions and with
different properties impacting on their suitability for waste water
recycling.
Throughout the year the Branch ran a Tasmanian soil photo
competition with the winner announced the day before World
Soils Day. The winning image, together with some images
considered to be highly commendable, is to be published in the
March edition of Tasmania: 40o South. The aim of the
competition was to encourage people to think creatively about
soils and the role that they play in our everyday lives and to
provide an image that captured the value and beauty of
Tasmanian soils. By the close of the competition we had over
40 valid entries (most of them not from Branch members)
depicting soils in a variety of different ways from habitat to
scenic to agricultural. Selecting a winning image was a difficult
task for the judges but in the end a black and white image of an
elderly gentleman tending his vegetable garden was chosen as
best meeting the theme of the competition.
The winning entry for the photo competition was announced at
the Mike Temple-Smith lecture. This year’s talk was given by
Racheal Treasure, a well-known Tasmanian author and
regenerative agriculturalist. Racheal gave a light hearted and
amusing talk to an audience of some 60 people about how she
combines her passions of encouraging non- readers to read and
inspiring farmers to consider regenerative agricultural practices.
Based on her life experience as a jillaroo, rural journalist,
broadcaster and farm manager Rachael uses her books as a
medium for getting out serious messages about farming.
Along with our successes during the year there were a couple
of disappointments. A planned forum to discuss current soil
research activities in Tasmania was cancelled due to lack of
numbers and a field day to look at soils and irrigation
development was postponed until 2016.
2016 holds a number of challenges for the Tasmanian Branch –
how to better engage with its membership and get them involved
in activities in particular. I also believe that the Branch needs to
get more involved in soil related issues around the State, we
need to be more relevant and involved. By demonstrating that
we, as a Branch, do have a role to play, and an opinion worth
hearing, we greatly increase our chances not only of maintaining
our current membership base but perhaps even increasing it!

Chris Grose
President, Tasmania Branch 2015

RIVERINA
2015 was a quiet year for the branch,
mainly due to work demands on branch
Executive members. This report covers
the period since the last AGM, so includes
activities from 2014 and 2015.
A very successful field trip was organised by Michael Moodie in
July 2014 to visit Mallee Sustainable Farming Systems sites
based around Mildura. Thanks and congratulations go to
Michael for obtaining funding from GRDC for this trip and for his
efforts in organising and running it. By all accounts it was a very
well run, informative and interesting excursion and one which
provides a model for future such trips for the branch.
26th Sept 2014 – Our meeting in Wagga on 26th Sept 2014 saw
talks from Mano Veeragathipillai on “Total Organic Carbon and
C fraction prediction by MIR Spectroscopy” and Guangdi Li on
“Options for reducing nitrous oxide emissions in southern
dryland cropping”. This was followed by a visit to one of Guangdi
Li’s field sites to look at nitrous oxide measurements under
dryland cropping.
The 2015 International Year of Soils was celebrated in Southern
NSW and North East Victoria through a Celebrate Soil
Symposium held in Albury at CSU Thurgoona campus on 2nd
September. The program was developed to explore current
research, extension and on-farm practices occurring within the
soil sciences across Australia. The key topics encompassed soil
chemistry, soil biology and soils physical structure, with key note
addresses around soil carbon and legislation / policy to protect
soils. The program was developed in partnership with Murray
Local Land Services, ASSSI and the North East Catchment
Management Authority, through funding from the Australian
Government National Landcare Programme. Speakers included
branch members Dr. Jason Condon (Charles Sturt University),
Susan Orgill (NSW Dept. of Primary Industries) and Associate
Prof. Ben Wilson (Charles Sturt University), as well as Professor
Jeff Baldock (CSIRO), Associate Prof. Pauline Mele (La Trobe
University), Dr Peter Kopittke (University of Queensland), Dr.
John Leys (NSW Office of Environment and Heritage).
Thirteen people attended our Soil Pit Field Day at Coleambally
on the 20th Nov 2015 on what turned out to be a very hot and
windy day. We visited 3 pits. These had been dug a month
earlier for a Rice Growers Association Field day organised to
discuss and examine why rice water use in some paddocks in
the Coleambally Irrigation Area has increased since the
breaking of the drought in 2010. This trip was written up and the
article submitted to and published in Profile.
2016 is looking to be a good year, with three meetings planned
and an ASSSI 60th Anniversary dinner in the pipe-line.
Membership remains consistent at around 35 members, with
efforts underway to continue recruiting new members as well as
welcoming old members back to the “fold”.
I would like to thanks the committee for their efforts over the past
two years, particularly Jason Condon and Mark Conyers (who
says he is not on the Committee) for taking over my duties while
I was over-seas in 2014. Thanks also to Jeff Hoffman for his role
as branch Secretary. Jonathan Holland has been our
Treasurer’s for the past two years, a role he has fulfilled
admirably. Special thanks to Jonathan for this and the branch
wishes he and his family good luck and all the best for the future
in with their new life in the UK.
Sam North
President, Riverina Branch 2015
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QUEENSLAND
In 2015, the International Year of Soils, the Queensland Branch
made a concerted effort to raise awareness on the importance
of soils and soil science through increased engagement with
Queensland’s communities. Events have ranged from casual
days out with the general public to formal breakfast events with
politicians; and with more than 25 events held, 2015 has been
an exciting year. In acknowledging this, the committee hopes to
keep up this momentum in 2016.
Engagement with Policy Makers, Decision Makers and
Industry Stakeholders
The Hon. Penelope Wensley (AC) and Qld Branch hosted 50
politicians, policy makers, and industry stakeholders to the
Healthy Soil, Healthy Reef breakfast event in December 2015.
Guests listened to Reef and soil specialists Dr Roger Shaw and
Dr Neil McKenzie discuss the Great Barrier Reef and the
importance of paying more attention to soil science as part of
our efforts to save the Reef.
The Branch also met separately with the Minister for the
Environment & Heritage Protection to discuss the importance of
soils issues for the environment and the state’s future.
A number of letters and submissions were prepared throughout
the year, to ensure that soils issues remained topical in
government circles.
Soils in Schools Initiative
In 2015, the Queensland Branch initiated the Soils in Schools
program and is working with the federal council and other
branches to further develop and extend the program across
Australia. This program’s vision is to communicate and educate
school children on the relevance of soils in everyday life and to
encourage a wider interest in our soil resources. The program
aims to:
·
promote soil science and its relevance to teachers and
school students across Australia;
·
develop specific soil science educational materials based
on the national F-10 curriculum;
·
deliver the soil science educational materials via
presentations at externally run Teacher Professional
Development conferences or via web-based teacher
outlets.
To take this program beyond 2015 and IYS, ongoing
stewardship is required to keep soil science in the minds of our
educators and to pass our enthusiasm to students. In 2016, it is
planned that a national steward will be appointed to continue to
promote and develop this program.
Engagement with Local Communities and General Public
Events: The branch was very actively involved with local
community events in 2015. These events included the Rural
Press Club “What Lies Beneath …”, the BrisScience Public
Lecture “Digging Deeper” event (300+ attendees), hosting a
stall at the Felton Food Festival and at the Food Connect 10
year celebration, a community dinner with Major General
Michael Jeffrey at a state high school, and presentations on
soils topics at a number of schools. Additionally, a series of
regional soils workshops were undertaken at local NRM groups
across the state, in conjunction with Qld NRM Groups Collective
and Queensland Country Life, in the second half of the year.
Instagram:
To further reach the general public about soils issues, two
student members developed a proposal to form and manage a
Soil Science Australia Instagram Account. This proposal for a
national, coordinated approach was endorsed by the Federal
Council and the account launched in 2015.

Soil Science Australia

Engagement with Potential Future
Soil Scientists
The Queensland Branch recognised
student achievements in soil science at
an awards night in May 2015, where Dr
Geoff Garrett (Qld’s Chief Scientist) and
Dr Neil McKenzie (CSIRO) talked to
students about their futures and
encouraged them to consider a future in soils. In addition to the
undergraduate and postgraduate awards presented, 10
students were nominated by their universities to receive Society
membership (donated by Queensland member Rob Cirocco). In
September 2015, the branch also sponsored one student team
to attend the soils judging competition at the Western Australian
soils conference, which aimed to encourage and enthuse young
soil scientists.
Recognition of Outstanding Soils Communication
In 2015, the Queensland Branch established the Bruce Carey
Memorial Award for outstanding communication and extension
of soil science. This award will be presented annually to an
early- to mid- career researcher/professional working in soil
science and will comprise a certificate and sponsored
attendance at an appropriate professional development
course.”
Soils Training Courses
The branch provided professional development training courses
on topics not currently offered commercially. These courses
were conducted throughout Queensland and the Northern
Territory, covering a range of topics such as basic soil
characteristics and an overview of the state (or territory’s) soils.
These courses received very positive feedback from attendees.
2015 Calendar
10 Feb 2015 OGM Presentation: Integrating Soil Science with
Landscape Ecology” David Tongway. Discussion: Soils in
Schools initiative
16 Feb 2015 - Soils Refresher Training Course Brisbane
23 Feb 2015 - Soils in Schools Workshop with Corinda SHS
27 Feb 2015 - Letter to Qld Premier
28 Feb 2015 - Community Stall Soils stall at the Food Connect
event
March 2015 Soil Science Magazine Send ~150 magazines to
politicians, policy makers and others
27 Mar 2015 - Community event: Soils stall at the Corinda
SHS open day
12 April 2015 - Community event: Soils stall at the Felton Food
Festival
13 April 2015 - BrisScience Public Lecture “Digging Deeper”
23 April 2015 - Rural Press Club Dr Mike Grundy CSIRO
“What Lies Beneath…”
6-8 May 2015 - NT Soil Workshop Bernie Powell, Darwin
May 2015 - Release of the Guidelines for Soil Survey long
Linear Features
14 May 2015 - Student Awards Night, Presentations: Dr Geoff
Garrett and Dr Neil McKenzie
8 June 2015 - Dr George Rayment: Member of the Order of
Australia
18-19 June 2015 - Qld Soil Workshop Bernie Powell, Brisbane
July 2015 OGM Presentations: “Mentoring Laboratory
Technicians in East Timor” Dave Lyons and Siok Ay Yo,
“Rainfall Simulation under Variable Field Conditions” Dr Qi
Shao
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3 August 2015 Comment on ISO Draft Standards for
Sustainable Remediation
24 July 2015 Ministerial Meeting Soil Science Australia met
with The Hon. Dr Steven Miles Minister for Environment &
Heritage Protection and Minister for Great Barrier Reef
14 Aug 2015 – Instagram Launch
August 2015 National Science Week Workshops with schools,
community events,
21 Aug 2015 - Community Dinner: Conversation with MajGen
Michael Jeffery and Dr Terry McCosker
Oct 2015 – OGM
November / December - NRM Groups Collective collaboration
- ~3 workshops in regional Qld
2 Dec 2015 – IYS Breakfast event with politicians
Presentations at Charleville (SW NRM) Gulf (Terrain ,
Southern Gulf NRM, Northern Gulf NRM Soil Health
Symposium at USQ
Dr Gillian Kopittke
President, Queensland Branch 2015
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SOUTH
AUSTRALIA
The year was built on the International
Year of Soils and the branch was quite
active in trying to promote soil science
within the community. As incoming
president I learnt a lot about the society and really enjoyed the
interaction with other soil scientists. Briefly, as a branch, we
organised several activities including a Nitrogen in Agriculture
full day workshop, a seminar from visiting scientist Kirk
Scheckel (US EAP) and a joint presentation of Jeff Baldock
and Pichu Rengasamy. Furthermore, we sent a competitive
soil judging team to W.A., ran a “soils is fun” activity for year
10/11 students associated with the Science Experience
program and acknowledged the contribution of David
Maschmett to soil science with a Pioneers in Soil Science
lecture presented by James Hall followed by a barbeque to
celebrate World’s Soil Day.
As a branch, we were very successful in winning 4 of the Soil
Science Australia awards which follows on from 2014 where
Pichu Rengasamy was inducted as a Soil Science Australia
Fellowship and Jeff Baldock was awarded the Prescott Medal.
I would like to acknowledge the 2015 award winners:Gupta
Vadakattu (Prescott Medal), Ann McNeill (Teakle Award),
Brooke Ryan (CG Stephens Award) and Daniela Montalvo
Grijalva (Best Publication). Our Committee member Mike
McLaughlin was also honoured as fellow of the Australian
Academy of Science and by winning the 2015 IFA Norman
Borlaug Award.
This year we will try and continue our role of promoting Soil
Science within the wider community. We have identified
through the undergraduate courses in South Australia that
there is minimal education centred on soil classification and
pedology as a whole and we aim to partially fill this gap with a
Soil Description workshop which will have both a theory and
practical component. We are hopeful that we can broaden our
audience to not just students and researchers but also
advisors, consultants and even growers.
In the recent past, we have found it difficult to link in with the
agricultural industry through our events. We have attempted to
develop workshops in order to present latest information on
important aspects of Soil Science that are related to on-farm
management decisions. Unfortunately we are yet to attract a
significant portion of agricultural advisors that could potentially
double our typical audience numbers of 50-60. Our track
record of attracting high calibre speakers is good yet
unfortunately audience numbers haven’t reflected this. The low
involvement hasn’t been through a lack of communicating
events with the target audience. There is an opportunity to join
forces with other local societies which hold similar events and
that avenue will be explored.
As president, I look forward to working with our current
committee with the addition of some fresh faces to represent
the S.A. branch of Soil Science Australia in 2016.
Dr Sean Mason
President, South Australia Branch 2015

Soil Science Australia Patron
Dr Penelope Wensley AC
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NEW SOUTH WALES
Branch Operation
Committee meetings with branch minutes were held on 4 Feb,
30 April, 15 July and 12 November. Regular phone and email
communication between committee members were used in the
intervening times when required.
Main internal correspondence
Emails to the NSW branch were received in relation to
organizing regional and society events, which kept different
members of the committee busy over the year. Among the
regular workshop, meeting and field tour events in the regions,
there was a new event created in the urban soil space, with
leadership from NSW branch members.
There was correspondence regarding International Year of Soil
and the events and media focus this would bring to soil
science and education. Issues included, planning, branding,
media involvement, linking with other events and how to
spread the word beyond our own networks.
The development of the new Australian Society website was
occurring over 2105 and the transfer of content from old to new
site, with branch details easily accessed. A central on-line
events system was established to register for all SSA events.
An Equity and diversity representative was welcomed onto the
committee to enable fair decisions when considering branch
activities and policies.
Requests for financial support for NSW students was
discussed and funds were awarded to the soil judging
competition in WA and will be used for future University soils
postgraduate and undergraduate prizes.
Main external correspondence
The branch offered a submission to the Senhaua Liverpool
Plains mine proposal. There was some correspondence over
the process of submitting such a document, and how that is
reviewed and sanctioned by the federal council if appropriate.
Branch financial support was awarded to the NSW entrant,
(Sydney Uni) in the national soil judging competition in WA.
Other
World soils day, training development and co-ordination, NSW
branch award development, establishment of communications
officer on the committee, technology use for regional reach,
soils in schools program.
Summary of Activities
Executive committee 2014-2015 operations - 4 meetings in
2015 – 4th Feb, 30th Apr, 15th July, 2nd Nov
Events - 5 meetings
World Soils Presentations, 3 technical meetings (Canberra,
Moree, Sydney), Harald Jensen Annual Lecture
Strategic commitment – training

Soil Science Australia

Achievements
Meetings
5th December 2015 – Parramatta – World
Soils on World Soil Day, presentations by
members about their travels and work,
online presentation format – Annual
General Meeting.
16th – 17th April 2015 – Canberra meeting and Field Trip –
“Environmental solutions from soil science”
The aim of the meeting is to demonstrate the critical role that
soil science can play in a range of environmental and
agricultural settings.
23rd – 24th July 2015 – Moree meeting and Field Trip –
“Workshop - Current issues in soil science”, this regional
meeting featured hot soil science topics: The interaction between
mining and agriculture and the roles of Biophysical Strategic
Agricultural Land (BSAL)’
Soil Carbon; its roles in soil health and how to achieve increased
carbon sequestration; Regional issues including soil health
under current management
18th September 2015 – Lismore – Soil Network Showcase
Meeting and Field Sites, and Harald Jensen Lecture – Online
Video link, Rebecca Lines-Kelly “Sharing the Love – Two
Decades of Soils Communication”
26th- 27th October 2015 – Sydney – Managing Urban Soils
Symposium, The symposium consisted of a series of theme
‘overview’ presentations followed by contributed papers.
2015 Goals Addressed 3 of 4 – Increasing use of 21st Century
Technology to keep members participating with
Society events
Continued development of a strategic program that will delivery
technical and education resources to support and to
promote soil science through the society
Continue focus on engaging membership participation
Planning for Next Year
New Executive Committee
Implementation of Communications Role
National Conference - Queenstown, New Zealand
Student Conference Support and Soil Judging
Developing governance around implementation of NSW Branch
Soil Scientist Award
Branch Vision
To provide a broad range of membership profiles with ongoing
activities that will contribute to interest and development of the
profession of soil science.

Outreach – International Year of Soils – presentation Canberra
Rotary, Consulting proposal soil carbon education,
Commentary submission mining and agricultural land Liverpool
Plains to NSW and Australian Governments, Guests
participation at meetings, meeting sponsorship.
Field Trips - Canberra district, Moree district
Students – Financial commitment to Soil Judging

Justine Cox
NSW Branch Secretary 2015

CONTACT US
Soil Science Australia
Ph 0476 450 321 ABN 96 080 783 106
office@soilscienceaustralia.org
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